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Abstract
The sharing economy is changing how people work, move, and interact. At the forefront
of an evolving transportation market is Uber, a Transportation Network Company that has
successfully integrated technology into mobility. By providing a cheap and convenient service, it
has disrupted traditional forms of travel and commuting in private automobiles and public
transportation. This paper uses a difference-in-differences approach to analyze Uber’s effect on
the consumption of public transit in urban cities across the United States. The results from this
study find that Uber is a substitute to public transportation in aggregate, but the effect varies
considerably across cities and modes. In particular, Uber replaces bus travel but complements rail
such as metros and subways, potentially as a result of each mode’s service area network, passenger
demographic, and primary reason of use. Perhaps most importantly, this study asserts that a single
approach to regulating TNCs is insufficient, as Uber’s effect is not uniform across the country.
Therefore, it is up to municipal governments and policymakers to understand their specific local
dynamics to pinpoint how Uber is affecting their public transit systems. Broad recommendations
are offered to policymakers as they continue to work with Uber and other disruptive companies.
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Introduction
Technology, convenience, and instant gratification are changing the market for goods and
services. “Gig,” “on-demand,” and “sharing” are but a few definitions that encompass the desire
for quick, cheap, and easy-to-access products on both the supply and demand side. Participants
rely on in-app payment methods, systems to rate the buyer, seller, and quality of service, and a
massive media presence to encourage usage and recommendations among peers. The on-demand
economy has had tremendous success over the past decade; start-up companies like Uber, Airbnb,
TaskRabbit, Turo, Groupon, Postmates, and more have leveraged social media to promote their
brand, receive immediate user feedback, and tap into niche markets.
With the rising success of the gig economy, however, looms an arduous debate over its
economic and social effects. This is particularly intriguing within the transportation sector, where
companies like Uber, ZipCar, and LimeBike have changed the dynamic of public and private
transport around the world. Cities must rethink their approaches to transit while individuals
reconsider the costs of owning a car when there is one to share around the corner. Several questions
surround the legitimacy of Uber in particular, including concerns about the lack of regulation and
oversight, a licensing process similar to taxi drivers, and the ability to lure visitors and residents
away from a critical source of revenue in public transportation. Nevertheless, on-demand start-ups
have upended the entire transit market by offering a cheap and convenient service that caters to
consumer needs. Naturally, there is substantial interest in how they might influence the decisionmaking process behind traveling and commuting.
This paper aims to join the debate by focusing on Uber, a Transportation Network
Company (TNC) that operates under the umbrella of ride-hailing services, and its role in shaping
commuter behavior. Using a difference-in-differences approach with fixed effects, I examine
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Uber’s effect on public transportation nationally, locally, and modally. Due to its convenience and
low price, I expect Uber to be a substitute in aggregate by drawing commuters away from public
transit and into cars. This relationship should vary by mode as well; bus travel is more accessible
to passengers because of a vast, dense network of stops and connecting routes, but a shared rightof-way and large transit grid result in relatively infrequent service. Rail stations, on the other hand,
tend to be concentrated in specified transit corridors, making them harder to access but offering
more periodic service (Ben-Akiva and Morikawa, 2002). Commuters often use a combination of
both modes, leveraging the bus network to access rail stations and travel longer distances. As such,
it is reasonable to predict that Uber will replace bus travel in providing short-distance trips and as
a connecting mode.
Using information from the National Transit Database on the monthly ridership of public
transportation, along with data on Uber’s staggered launch into various American cities, I find
evidence that Uber acts as a substitute for public transit on the national level, with the effect
varying considerably across cities and modes. When analyzing rail travel alone, Uber is a slight
complement; for buses, it is a strong substitute. This relationship differs even more when
examining cities ranging in population and transportation service area size; for example, Uber
complements rail travel in Los Angeles and Boston but is a substitute in Atlanta and Albuquerque.
Regardless of Uber’s localized effects, cities can focus on improving transportation service and
passenger satisfaction by expanding data collection processes and investing in transit
rehabilitation. Ultimately, however, decisions regarding TNCs, whether they be to ban them,
regulate them, or employ a laissez-faire approach, are up to the policymakers and governments
who recognize the specific dynamics and cultures within their own cities. Understanding the
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interplay between ride-hailing and public transit could help cities better understand the on-demand
economy and create effective, complementary transportation policies.

Background
While this paper focuses on TNCs and ride-hailing, the transportation sharing economy
comprises other features like ride-sharing, car-sharing, bike-sharing, and more, each of which
plays a vital role in consumers’ decisions to use public transportation. The Association for
Commuter Travel (ACT) defines a TNC as one centered around an “online platform that allows
entrepreneurial drivers to find passengers who are seeking one-way rides. [TNCs] use an appbased platform and riders pay the driver using a virtual wallet.”1 Uber and Lyft are the most
prominent examples of TNCs, but others constantly form and compete for market share, such as
Ola Cabs, Via, and Juno.
Ride-hailing is systematically and categorically similar to hailing a taxi, where one requests
a driver for pick-up from a specific location and drop-off at another using a two-way mobile app.2
Due to a similar target demographic and type of service, TNCs are eating heavily into the taxi cab
market, both from a driver and consumer perspective.3 It is crucial to understand that Uber is not
a ride-sharing service, as is commonly mistaken. 4 Ride-sharing is a type of workplace-oriented
carpooling, “provid[ing] ridematching services linking commuters who have common routes to
and from work as well as common schedules.”5 This form of transportation aims to pair up or group

Association for Commuter Transportation. “Understanding Commuter Transportation Terms.” September 18,
2014.
2
Quoted. “Ride-sharing vs. Ride-hailing: What’s the Difference?” April 13, 2016.
3
USA Today. “Lyft gains on Uber while taxis tank: survey.” July 27, 2017.
4
Greater Greater Washington. “The AP bans the term ‘ride-sharing’ for Uber and Lyft.” January 14, 2015.
5
Association for Commuter Transportation. “Understanding Commuter Transportation Terms.” September 18,
2014.
1
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together riders with similar travel routes, and is therefore most akin to traditional carpooling.
Charlie Warzel of Buzzfeed explains clearly why Uber is not a ride-sharing company:
“…the term ‘ride-sharing’ is a holdover from the also improperly named ‘sharing economy’ and
really doesn't describe what companies like Uber and Lyft do. Though Uber has recently introduced
a carpooling service, the vast majority of services that Uber and Lyft and others provide mimics a
traditional taxi or driver service. You don't get in an Uber to share a ride with another paying
passenger. Nor do most drivers share their cars (most own or rent) with a larger pool of drivers.
You do, however, hail a ride with apps like Uber and Lyft. They are, in the truest sense, ride-hailing
services.”6

In a similar vein, car-sharing provides individuals with temporary access to a fleet of automobiles
on a per-hour, per-mile/kilometer, and membership basis, enabling drivers to pick up a car, use it
for a certain period of time, and drop it off at a designated location (Martin and Shaheen, 2011).
A distant cousin, bike-sharing services such as Capital Bikeshare and CitiBike utilize specified
docks where bicycles can be picked up and dropped off. New companies like LimeBike and
Mobike, however, provide a dockless service for customers to drop off bicycles at any
“responsible” place, like a sidewalk or near a bike rack, and find new ones with a mobile app.7
Within the TNC and ride-hailing market, this study analyzes Uber specifically because of
its earlier introduction and larger market share to date. Uber first hit the road in San Francisco, CA
in 2010 and has expanded rapidly throughout the world ever since; in June 2017, co-founder
Garrett Camp claimed that the company employs more than 2 million drivers and has served 65
million riders throughout its history – and this number only continues to grow. 8 Since their
inception, they have employed more than 7 million drivers 9 in over 600 cities across 80 countries.10
They recently surpassed 5 billion rides since its creation11 and have averaged more than a million

Buzzfeed. “Let’s All Join the AP Stylebook In Killing The Term ‘Ride-Sharing.’ January 8, 2015.
DCist. “What’s the Difference Between D.C.’s Four New Dockless Bikeshares?” September 25, 2017.
8
Medium. “Uber’s path forward.” June 20, 2017.
9
Bloomberg. “Uber Paid Hackers to Delete Stolen Data on 57 Million People.” November 21, 2017.
10
Uber.
11
TechCrunch. “Uber crosses the 5 billion trip milestone amid ongoing issues.” June 29, 2017.
6
7
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rides per day for several years;12 at one point, they were averaging more than 5.5 million rides per
day.13 Currently, market predictions value Uber at around $68 billion. 14
One of the company’s most enticing features is the flexibility and convenience relative to
private automobiles and transit. The costs of owning a car are significant when considering
insurance, maintenance, gas, and parking, while public transportation requires walking to a station,
waiting for the bus or train, perhaps making a transfer, then walking from the station to the final
destination. For the same amount of time at a competitive price, Uber can pick up passengers and
drop them off directly at their desired locations. They were the first company to integrate
technology into ride-hailing successfully, replacing the old-fashioned “cabbie-whistle” with a
mobile app and the ability to track the driver before pick-up.
All else considered, the evolution of the gig economy has policymakers and local leaders
concerned about the future of urban planning. Local governments invest time, energy and money
into public transportation infrastructure, discouraging riders from driving and producing critical
tax revenues. So far, it has been relatively successful; transit ridership has increased over the past
40 years,15 and as people move from the country and suburbs into the city, commuters are drawn
to the car-free life of urban living. While car ownership has increased during the same period,
many analysts predict that the sharing economy could bring an end to private automobiles
entirely.16 Nevertheless, while initial animosity marred Uber’s entrance into the transportation
market, city governments have recognized that TNCs, sharing, and technology are here to stay.

Forbes. “Uber Says It’s Doing 1 Million Rides Per Day, 140 Million In Last Year.” December 17, 2014.
TechCrunch. “Uber has completed 2 billion rides.” July 18, 2016.
14
The Rideshare Guy. “How Uber Deceives the Authorities Worldwide.” March 11, 2017.
15
American Public Transportation Association. “2015 Public Transportation Fact Book.” November 2015.
16
The Wall Street Journal. “The End of Car Ownership.” June 20, 2017.
12
13
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Cooperating, rather than competing, could benefit public transportation and result in a win-win
situation for the companies, cities, and their residents.

Figure 1. Transit Ridership between 1973 and 2013

Literature Review
Since its launch, Uber has balked at releasing ridership data due to driver and rider privacy
concerns. They have distributed snippets of data from specified time periods, such as a release of
ridership data in New York City between April and September 2014 and January to June 2015. 17
Additionally, the company launched a new website in 2017, Uber Movement, that uses passenger
travel times to analyze traffic congestion in select cities. More specific and useful data on ridership,
such as the aggregate number of trips, distances, frequencies, and individual data, are yet to be
released. In spite of this, there has been excellent work on TNCs and transit sharing modes
including their economic and social costs (Rogers, 2017), impacts on the taxi and truck-driving

17

GitHub. “Uber TLC FOIL Response.” August 28, 2015.
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industries (Berger et. al, 2017), and potential effects on public transportation (Belmonte, 2014).
This section summarizes various research papers and studies.
Cohen et al. (2016) estimated and analyzed riders’ aggregate consumer surplus gained from
Uber’s UberX service in 2015. Using a regression-discontinuity design, they estimated that UberX
generated around $2.9 billion in consumer surplus across four cities, and that each dollar spent by
riders generated an average of $1.60 of consumer surplus. They also found that while the demand
for Uber is inelastic – meaning that consumers are relatively insensitive to changes in fares – it
depends inevitably on other characteristics that are harder to measure, including the “time of day,
user experience with Uber, or the presence of close substitutes” (Cohen et al., 2016). Behavioral
responses, such as how consumers might have responded to a higher ride fare, are also important
but difficult to measure, so they were assumed away in the authors’ model.
Rogers (2017) supported the argument for Uber’s positive net effect on consumer welfare,
primarily because of its efficient use of capital and labor. He also examined some of the social
costs and benefits that are difficult to quantify monetarily, such as less drunk driving, reduced
incentive to own a car, and even the ability to mitigate discrimination against riders, for which taxi
drivers are notorious. On the other hand, the social costs could be substantial, including the
disregard for market regulations, safety concerns between drivers and riders, fears of privacy
violations, and uncompensated “emotional labor” borne by drivers in pursuit of a higher rating.
Rogers did provide some concessions to these concerns, however: for example, aggregating and
selling consumer information is not a profitable source of revenue for Uber like it is for Facebook
and Google; and safety concerns should not be any different between Uber’s riders and drivers as
they are for taxis – in fact, riders can track and report their drivers by browsing their own personal
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ride history, which is harder to do with taxi drivers. If anything, these issues should create the need
for stronger background checks on Uber drivers that might be more challenging in the taxi industry.
Berger et al. (2017) studied how Uber has affected traditional driving jobs, specifically taxi
drivers, including the number of available jobs and changes in wages. They employed a staggered
rollout approach similar to the one that I use here by comparing taxi drivers to “bus delivery,
tractor, and truck drivers” who were not affected by Uber’s arrival. Their difference-in-differences
approach compared the relative changes of taxi drivers, particularly their wages and aggregate
employment, in cities before and after Uber became active. They concluded that Uber’s entrance
did not affect traditional drivers adversely; while the number of self-employed drivers increased
by almost 50 percent – mainly due to taxi drivers switching to Uber – and hourly wages for wageemployed drivers fell by an average of 10 percent, the effects offset one another enough to assert
that Uber has not had a negative employment impact on drivers overall.
Other papers have taken more of a theoretical approach to analyzing how the gig economy
affects public transportation consumption. For example, Hall, Palsson, and Price (2017) claimed
that Uber’s effect on public transit is currently ambiguous. Ride-hailing can be an alternative, or a
substitute, to public transportation; in San Francisco, 92 percent of survey respondents claimed
that they would have made a trip even if ride-hailing was unavailable, of which 33 percent would
have taken public transportation instead (Rayle et al., 2016). On the other hand, Uber can
complement public transit by increasing the flexibility of a passenger’s travel route; Murphy and
Feigon (2016), for example, found that 15 percent of those who began using shared-modes of
access, including ride-hailing, car-sharing, and bike-sharing, reported using public transit more.
Martin and Shaheen (2011) came to a similar conclusion while studying car-sharing, as
their sample saw car-sharing users decrease their consumption of rail transit, increase their usage
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of bicycles and carpooling, and walk more. The combined changes in all transit modes after carsharing was introduced resulted in passengers increasing their consumption of public transit rather
than reducing it. This can help to mitigate what is known as the first- and last-mile problem, a
situation in which travelers struggle to get to the nearest transit station, as well as from the transit
station to their final destination. Many suburban commuters face this challenge due to a lack of
transit options in the outskirts of cities, as well as workers in small cities with limited public
transportation options; it can be unappealing to drive to a metro station’s last stop then ride it into
downtown, and bus trips between the suburbs and the urban core can be cumbersome and timeconsuming. Uber can mitigate this first- and last-mile problem by connecting suburbanites to
transit hubs in the outer rings and supplementing transportation options in smaller cities. Since
property values near rail transit stations tend to be higher relative to their counterparts, Uber could
also speed up travel times for low-income commuters who are more likely to use the bus (Kay et
al., 2014). Without additional data, however, it is difficult to evaluate whether or not riders are
using Uber specifically to arrive at other transportation hubs.
Tremblay (2012) and Belmonte (2014) analyzed Uber’s effects on public transportation
across demographic groups. Tremblay found that Uber can be complementary, but only after a
long period of time and in very dense urban areas. He expected this to be true especially in cities
with well-educated, affluent residents who already use public transit at high levels. Belmonte came
to a similar conclusion while studying public transit ridership among various income levels. He
posited that transit can be a normal good for individuals in the highest income brackets, consuming
more public transit as income increases. Belmonte’s analysis included the costs of transit service,
traffic congestion, and access to cars as determining factors in one’s consumption of public
transportation, especially when considering income. Ultimately, he found a non-linear relationship
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between income and transit ridership and argued that low-income and high-income commuters
consume public transit at similar rates.
Finally, other research has found a relationship between income and the most frequent
mode of transit used. Garrett and Taylor (1999) concluded that lower-income commuters tend to
travel by bus while higher-income commuters often use the subway, metro, or commuter rail. This
is consistent with studies on property values near transit stations, particularly heavy rail stations,
which tend to carry a price premium relative to property far from a transit line or station (Kay et
al., 2014). Low-income commuters may ride the bus out of necessity, partially because of cheaper
rents further from rail transit hubs but also because of a wider array of travel routes.

Data Description
Dependent Variable
The unit of analysis in this study is unlinked passenger trips (UPTs) in urbanized areas
(UZAs). The U.S. Census Bureau defines a UZA as a dense area with “50,000 or more
population…taking into account the increased presence of densely settled suburban development
in the vicinity of large cities.”18 In other words, UZAs comprise large metropolitan cities and their
immediate suburbs. I will use “urbanized areas,” “UZAs,” and “cites” interchangeably.

18

United States Census Bureau. “2010 Census Urban Area FAQs.” Updated: February 9, 2015.
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Figure 2. UZAs (in Purple) in the United States based on the 2010 Census

UPTs measure the number of times a person boards a certain mode of transit, often recorded using
a bus card, metro ticket, or other type of transit pass. UPTs double-count transfers, meaning that
if a passenger boards a bus then hops onto the metro, this would count as two trips; hence the term
“unlinked.” Linked passenger trips (LPTs), on the other hand, would count this as one trip since
they consider the entire ride from origin to destination a single trip even if the passenger transfers.19
For this study, unlinked passenger trips are better-suited than linked passenger trips
because UPTs assume that each trip is independent of one another – that is, the rider makes an
active decision at every stop to transfer or not. The American Public Transportation Association
(APTA) provides the following justification for using UPTs over LPTs:

Bureau of Transportation Statistics. “Linked and Unlinked Trips vs. Number of Passengers.” Updated: May 20,
2017.
19
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“The federal government, through the National Transit Database (NTD), requires transit agencies
to report their ridership measured in unlinked passenger trips. There are several reasons for this.
Primarily it is because transit agencies cannot always tell if a passenger is starting a trip or
transferring. If a passenger has a pass and simply shows it to the driver, there is no exact record if
that passenger is starting a trip or transferring. The NTD, however, deals in exact numbers. The
NTD also collects data for each transit mode to better measure the performance of each mode. If
a linked trip was on more than one mode, as in the example of a person transferring from a bus to
a train, the trips would need to be assigned to one of the modes and would distort the measurement
of each mode's performance.”20

That said, it is informative to highlight the potential advantages of using LPTs over UPTs to be
aware of this analysis’s limitations. For example, LPTs may better estimate revenues gained from
public transportation than UPTs because agencies often allow passengers to transfer for free within
a certain period of time. Also, LPTs might reflect a person’s desire to commute by transit versus
TNC more precisely because passengers consider transfers when deciding how to commute – a
required transfer may be enough to lure someone away from the metro and opt for Uber instead.
Nevertheless, linked passenger trips are harder to measure than unlinked passenger trips, which is
likely a determining factor in why transit agencies choose to use UPTs instead of LPTs.
Overall, there are four key dependent variables representing UPTs; UPTbus, UPTrail,
UPTlightrail, and UPTtotal. Buses include rapid bus transit, commuter bus, and standard bus systems
that operate within a UZA; rail comprises inner-city systems such as metros, subways, and elevated
railways as well as commuter rail, which transports riders from the suburbs into a city’s urban
core; and light rail systems that include shorter railways like street cars, trams, and monorails. 21
The APTA states that transit modes differ by their “specific right-of-way, technology, and
operational features,” which is what distinguishes rapid bus transit from commuter bus transit and

20
21

American Public Transportation Association. “2016 APTA Fact Book.” February 2017.
Federal Transit Administration. “National Transit Database (NTD) Glossary.” Updated: April 12, 2018.
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heavy rail from commuter rail. The most common transportation mode in cities is general bus
service; more detail on transit modes are provided in Table A1 of the Appendix.22

Datasets
The primary dataset that I use is the “August 2017 Adjusted Database,” which is a part of
the Monthly Module Adjusted Data Release. This is free through the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics in conjunction with the Federal Transit Administration. The data is reported to and
collected by the National Transit Database, which was created to be the main repository for
national transit information. The observations include monthly unlinked passenger trips for various
modes of public transportation from January 2002 to August 2017, which is recorded by cities and
transit authorities every month. These agencies also provide valuable information such as annual
revenues, average fare per trip, operating expenses, and more. There are 123,140 observations in
the dataset, many of which cover different transit modes, agencies, and regions within the same
UZA; there are 373 unique cities and 652 transit agencies. The point of focus will be on commonlyused metropolitan transit systems, including bus, rail, trams, and streetcars. These are all
considered “fixed route services” that run on a daily schedule.
Furthermore, I have merged this monthly ridership data with two additional datasets. The
first is on the staggered spatial and temporal rollout of Uber, which is assumed to be random. The
data is accessible through GitHub and provides the month and year of Uber’s official launch into
167 American cities spanning back to 2010. I have taken the time to research and add the launch
date of an additional 163 cities based on an official announcement by Uber or a local media source.
These have been coded into the Uber rollout dataset – as such, there are 43 cities with missing
values for Uber’s entry because they lack an official announcement from Uber. It is possible that

22

American Public Transportation Association. “2016 APTA Fact Book.” February 2017.
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Uber operates in these UZAs informally by picking up and dropping off passengers in nearby
cities, but this is relatively unimportant because the missing values are ultimately dropped from
the analysis.
The second dataset consists of unemployment statistics by Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA) provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Local Area Unemployment Statistics. MSAs
are a bit larger than UZAs as they comprise more of their surrounding areas, but they are very
similar to one another. 23 Each MSA and its unemployment rate was coded to correspond to each
UZA appropriately, though in some rare instances, there were two UZAs in one MSA – in this
case, I included the unemployment rate from the MSA into both UZAs. Furthermore, not every
city was included in the MSA dataset, so these were necessarily coded as missing. Though a slight
limitation, I believe that including unemployment even at the MSA level provides a deeper layer
of analysis than omitting it entirely. Combining these datasets fully leverages the difference-indifferences approach by examining: the consumption of public transportation before Uber entered
the market; how transit ridership changed when Uber officially launched; and how cities with Uber
compared to cities that were delayed in receiving it.

Hypotheses and Conceptual Framework
Key economic concepts, including consumer behavior, opportunity costs, substitution and
income effects, and normal and inferior goods, have been noted when generating hypotheses on
Uber and transit. Does the entrance of Uber into urbanized areas affect that city’s consumption of
public transportation, and if so, is it a complement, a substitute, both, or ambiguous? Does the
mode of transit matter in determining whether Uber is a substitute or complement? Considering
the economic theory and prior research conducted, I propose the following hypotheses:

23

United States Census Bureau. “Metropolitan and Micropolitan.”
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H1: Uber will have a negative impact on public transportation consumption across the U.S. in aggregate
H2: The negative effect of Uber will be most prominent for bus travel, including rapid and commuter bus
H3: There will be a positive impact of Uber on intra-city rail travel, including metro and commuter rail
H4: The bigger the city, the bigger Uber’s substitutional effect on public transit

H1 is the main hypothesis, predicting that Uber will have a negative and statistically significant
impact on the consumption of public transportation because it provides a cheap and convenient
alternative for all transit modes, including private automobiles. H2, H3, and H4 categorize Uber’s
effect by transit mode and city, proposing a substitutional effect especially for buses within large,
dense cities. Buses have a higher opportunity cost as a function of income, distance, and travel
time, making it a prime mode to be replaced by more convenient commuting options like Uber.
Low-income commuters who use the bus out of necessity might opt for ride-hailing since the price
is comparable and the pick-up and drop-off are more flexible. Regardless of income, I predict Uber
is a complement for those living in smaller cities and the suburbs because of limited public
transportation options, while residents of larger cities may experience more difficulty getting
across town using transit, enabling Uber’s role as a substitute.
Regarding light rail transportation, there has been little research conducted on TNCs and
monorails, trams, and streetcars, so I will leave Uber’s effect as ambiguous and perhaps
statistically insignificant. These transportation modes have a smaller service area and therefore
may be used more for shopping and tourism rather than commuting. It would also be difficult to
distinguish individuals who use light rail modes for commutes from those who use it for tourism.
Finally, I have omitted hypotheses involving income levels due to limited data in the monthly
ridership dataset.
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Econometric Model and Empirical Strategy
To test my hypotheses, I employ a baseline difference-in-differences model that leverages
the staggered rollout of Uber across cities in the U.S. This is similar to the method in which Berger
et al. (2017) composed their empirical strategy to study Uber’s staggered rollout across MSAs and
their corresponding labor markets. My econometric model is specified below:

𝐿𝑜𝑔_𝑈𝑃𝑇𝑖,𝑡 = b0 + b1 𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑖,𝑡 + b𝑖,𝑡 ∑ 𝑋𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖,𝑡

where Log_UPTi,t is the logged number of unlinked passenger trips in a specified city and month,
uberi,t is a dummy variable that switches from 0 to 1 in the month and year that Uber enters a
UZA, and the sum of Xi,t controls for several variables in a certain city and month, including: city
population; number of square miles within the city; population of the service area in which a certain
transit agency operates; number of square miles within that service population; city-level
unemployment rates; and the type of transit service offered (directly operated by the city vs.
privately contracted through a third party operator). The alpha term represents urbanized areafixed effects, which is the equivalent of a dummy variable for each city, while gamma represents
time-fixed effects, which, similarly, is the equivalent of a dummy variable for each month and year
of data contained in the analysis. Epsilon represents the error term, which includes any omitted
variables not controlled for in the model or by fixed effects. More detailed definitions of each
variable are provided in Table A2 of the Appendix.
While the literature has argued that Uber can be both substitutional (Rayle et al., 2016) and
complementary (Tremblay, 2012), I take the conservative view and argue that it is too ambiguous
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to predict because of limited data and localized variation that is beyond the scope of this study.
Regarding unemployment, it is reasonable to hypothesize that a lower unemployment rate means
more jobs, higher productivity, and therefore higher wages, leading people to consume more goods
in general including public transportation. A larger population and city size would imply higher
demand for public transit relative to driving, so these are hypothesized to have a positive
relationship within both UZAs and service areas. Finally, reasonable arguments can be made for
the relationship between service types offered and public transportation usage; some may consider
the quality of public transportation to be better with a private company because of competition and
a better allocation of resources, while others might believe the government can better tailor
services to its residents’ needs than a third party. However, research on this particular subject is
sparse, so I claim that the relationship is ambiguous.
Briefly, it is also important to note that the control variables included in the ridership
dataset are fixed over time. The population numbers are drawn from the 2010 census and applied
to each city for every month between January 2002 and August 2017, while the service area size
in square mileage and type of service offered are assumed to remain static over the 15-year
window. While it is reasonable to assume that the city and service area sizes are fixed over time,
as well as the type of service offered, it is highly unlikely that city and service area populations
are fixed within every city between 2002 and 2017. As such, this presents a slight problem when
running fixed effects; these variables are omitted by collinearity because the FE model assumes
they are already controlled. This is particularly problematic for time-fixed effects with city-level
variables, but not so much for city-fixed effects, since the variables are not fixed across cities;
service area population varies within each UZA because there are several transit agencies per city.
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These limitations aside, it is still possible to test the hypotheses by sub-setting the data into
various categories. For example, I test for the effect of Uber on transit ridership based on location
by looking at certain cities that differ in population and service area size. I also test for the effect
of Uber on transit ridership by mode to see if Uber’s role as a complement or substitute depends
on the form of transportation taken.

Empirical Results
Due to significant outliers, fluctuations in data, and a massive range of values, I take the
log of each population and sqmiles variable as well as the key dependent variable, upt_total.
Histograms of city-level unemployment and several logged variables are shown in Figure A3, each
of which is reasonably normally distributed. Aside from the “ambiguous” hypothesis, each
proposed relationship proved to be true; the strongest correlations were between log_upt_total and
the population variables (log_servarea_pop at 0.6494 and log_uza_pop at 0.3919). Furthermore,
while the relationship between uber and log_upt_total is hypothesized to be ambiguous, the
correlation test shows a small positive relationship, suggesting that Uber complements public
transportation in isolation. Figure A4 provides a correlation matrix as well as select scatter plots
to illustrate the positive relationships between log_upt_total and each service area variable. These
values and their impacts will be examined further in the results section.

Regression Results
I conducted several regressions to pinpoint the ideal model with appropriate controls and
fixed effects to serve as a baseline. Robustness checks such as testing for variation in the dependent
and key independent variables were crucial to assessing the final model and are illustrated later in
this section. The regression outputs of six different models are illustrated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Effect of Uber on Unlinked Passenger Trips
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)24

Uber

-.043***
(.014)

-.111***
(.013)

-.151***
(.018)

-.152***
(.049)

-.247***
(.051)

-.137***
(.053)

Unemployment

-.041***
(.002)

-.040***
(.002)

-.032***
(.002)

--

--

-.002
(.013)

Service Area
Population

1.426***
(.012)

1.356***
(.009)

--

--

--

1.417***
(.197)

Service Area
Square Mileage

-.460***
(.008)

-.461***
(.007)

--

--

--

-.481***
(.146)

City Population

.194***
(.016)

--

1.039***
(.017)

--

--

--

City Square
Mileage

-.348***
(.017)

--

-.732***
(.020)

--

--

--

Type of Service
Offered – Privately
Contracted

-.240***
(.010)

-.221***
(.010)

.121***
(.014)

--

--

--

Constant

-3.769***
(.111)

-2.171***
(.085)

12.451***
(.082)

13.080***
(.010)

13.006***
(.055)

-3.317*
(1.943)

Month-fixed effects

--

--

--

--

Yes

Yes

Year-fixed effects

--

--

--

--

Yes

Yes

City-fixed effects

--

--

--

Yes

Yes

Yes

R2

.4913

.4844

.1706

.0105

.0022

.4808

Adjusted R2

.4913

.4843

.1705

.0012

.0044

.4074

N

77,364

77,364

77,386

84,882

84,882

77,364

*** = statistically significant at the 99% confidence level
** = statistically significant at the 95% confidence level
* = statistically significant at the 90% confidence level
(Standard Error)
Models:
(1) Simple OLS with all control variables
(2) Simple OLS with agency-level controls only
(3) Simple OLS with city-level controls only
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(4) City-fixed effects, no controls
(5) City- and time-fixed effects, no controls
(6) City- and time-fixed effects, with agency-level
controls only

UZA-level controls are fixed, so only the agency-level controls are included.
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Model 1 is a simple OLS regression of Uber on logged unlinked passenger trips with all
control variables. The uber dummy has a negative and statistically significant coefficient of -.043,
suggesting that cities across the U.S. are predicted to see a 4.3% decrease in public transportation
consumption once Uber becomes active. Each control variable along with uber is strongly
significant at the .01 level. Interestingly, while log_upt_total is positively correlated with
log_servarea_sqmiles, log_uza_sqmiles, and TOS_PT, these coefficients are negative and
statistically significant in the regression output.
Models 2 and 3 are simple OLS regressions that categorize the independent variables by
agency and city. Model 2 is an agency-level analysis that uses only service area variables, while
Model 3 uses UZA variables. Notice that the agency-level regression has a close fit to Model 1
with a similar adjusted R2, while it drops significantly in the city-level analysis, from .4843 to
.1705 – this suggests that the UZA-level controls might not be as good of a model fit. The
coefficient on the TOS_PT dummy also becomes positive on the city level, indicating that
privately-contracted transit systems may generate more passenger trips when considering all transit
authorities within a city. Each coefficient is statistically significant at the 0.1 confidence level.
Models 4, 5, and 6 employ entity- and time-fixed effects. Entity-fixed effects use a cityID
variable as a unique identifier for each UZA within the dataset, while time-fixed effects include
month and year dummy variables. Model 4 regresses uber on log_upt_total using only city-fixed
effects, while Model 5 introduces time-fixed effects; Model 6 adds control variables to the full
fixed effects model. The uber dummy retains a negative and statistically significant coefficient,
which suggests a consistent substitutional role towards public transportation. Uber’s point estimate
ranges from -4.3% and -24.7% with the largest predicted effect coming from Model 5. This
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illustrates that a fixed-effects regression of uber on log_upt_total with no controls yields the largest
effect of Uber in terms of magnitude.

Figure 3. Coefficient Plot of Model 6

It is important to note that Model 6 includes only agency-level controls because of the
nature of a fixed effects model. Since UZA population and square mileage are fixed over time
within each UZA, they are already controlled for and therefore omitted by collinearity. However,
there are several transit agencies within each UZA, so the service area population and square
mileage variables vary within each individual UZA and are not dropped from the model.
Nonetheless, the signs and statistical significance of each coefficient are relatively consistent
throughout the models, indicating a strong relationship even when introducing variation.
These results align well with the existing literature on ride-hailing companies. The general
consensus on Uber’s relationship with public transit is that the effect is currently ambiguous, with
arguments for and against its role as a substitute and a complement (Hall, Palsson, and Price,
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2017). The results seem to favor Uber’s substitutional effect, but more work must be done to finetune the baseline model before making any conclusions.

Variation by Transit Mode
To further disentangle these results and gather additional insights, I have checked for
variation in the dependent variable, Log_upt_total. This variable comprises several modes of
public transit including rapid and commuter bus, heavy and commuter rail, trams, monorails, and
streetcars. Introducing variation into the dependent variable involves testing the relationship
between uber, the controls, and passenger trips taken on these different modes. Table 2 shows the
categorization of each mode into a broader group of transportation; “Rail,” “Bus,” and “Light
Rail.” Figure A5 of the Appendix provides a histogram for each transportation group, while Table
3 on the following page illustrates results and coefficients for regressions by category. Similar to
UPTs, I take the log of each transit mode’s total passenger trips.

Table 2. Categorization of Additional Transit Modes
Category
Log_rail

Modes
(See Table A1)
HR, CR

Log_bus

CB, MB, RB

Log_lightrail

LR, SR, MG, IP
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Table 3. Variation in the Dependent Variable by Transit Mode
Using Model 1: Simple OLS with All Controls
log_upt_total

log_rail

log_bus

log_lightrail

-.043***
(.014)

.262***
(.040)

-.071***
(.014)

-.019
(.036)

Unemployment

-.041***
(.002)

-.066***
(.009)

-.036***
(.002)

-.007
(.009)

Service Area
Population

1.426***
(.012)

1.212***
(.030)

1.403***
(.011)

1.348***
(.045)

Service Area
Square Mileage

-.460***
(.008)

-.515***
(.018)

-.448***
(.008)

-.694***
(.034)

City Population

.194***
(.016)

.213***
(.074)

.163***
(.016)

.364***
(.057)

City Square
Mileage

-.348***
(.017)

.753***
(.091)

-.353**
(.017)

-.212***
(.055)

Type of Service
Offered – Privately
Contracted

-.240***
(.010)

-.899**
(.043)

-.227***
(.010)

.689***
(.041)

Constant

-3.769***
(.111)

-9.076***
(.297)

-3.171***
(.115)

-5.646***
(.327)

R2

.4913

.5350

.4572

.5416

Adjusted R2

.4913

.5345

.4571

.5411

N

77,364

6,330

74,521

5,788

Uber

*** = statistically significant at the 99% confidence level
** = statistically significant at the 95% confidence level
* = statistically significant at the 90% confidence level
(Standard Error)

The regression output in Table 3 uses Model 1, a simple OLS regression with every control
variable. We see that the coefficient on uber is statistically significant across transit modes at the
0.01 level except for light rail. The coefficient on uber suggests that rail trips are predicted to
increase by 26.2% when Uber becomes active, while bus trips decrease by 7.1%; these results
support the initial hypothesized relationships. The statistical insignificance of log_lightrail might
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be due to the nature of this form of transit – street cars, trams, and monorails are more typically
associated with tourism or light travel than commutes. As such, these modes may not have been
as affected by the introduction of Uber because consumers seek these modes for different reasons
than they do for bus and rail.

Variation by City
The final type of variation I introduce is by city, where I test how the relationship between
Uber and public transportation varies in different parts of the country. The results from Table 3
indicate that Uber is predicted to increase rail travel and decrease bus travel. However, we can see
these relationships change when testing them by location as shown on the next page. Table 4
provides coefficients on uber when regressing on transit mode, contingent on the UZA. These
regressions use a simple OLS with no control variables because of collinearity issues; including
variables such as city population and type of service offered are dropped because they are fixed
within each UZA.
Note that some cities do not have all three systems – i.e., the monthly ridership dataset
provides no information on commuter or heavy rail in San Diego nor a light rail system in Atlanta
– which can distort some of the coefficients. Nevertheless, the major variation in coefficients
across cities supports the decision to include city-fixed effects when regressing Uber on public
transit nationally. This could be a function of population density or other factors that cannot be
accounted for when running a simple regression on a single UZA.
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Table 4. City Coefficient Matrix by Transit Category and Individual Transit Mode
Logged
UPTs

Rail

Bus

Light Rail

Heavy Rail

General Bus
Travel

Light Rail
only

New YorkNewark, NY-NJCT

-.2960***
(.0035)

.1276
(.0014)

-.3318***
(.0054)

.2865***
(.1713)

.1701
(.0012)

-.1033
(.0004)

.2865***
(.1713)

Boston, MA-NHRI

-.2644*
(.0027)

.1227***
(.3558)

-.2075***
(.0025)

-.0885***
(.1225)

.1797***
(.4449)

-.2142
(.0017)

-.0885***
(.1225)

-.4276***
(.0164)

.1931***
(.0181)

-.4742***
(.0197)

.4545***
(.5736)

.1780***
(.1644)

-.4293***
(.0140)

.4545***
(.5736)

Seattle, WA

-.0147
(.0000)

.8248***
(.4745)

.0514
(.0004)

1.2652***
(.2399)

--

-.1092
(.0017)

3.2706***
(.2572)

Washington, DCVA-MD

-.0959
(.0006)

.0759
(.0003)

-.1044
(.0009)

--

-.0460***
(.0384)

.4173***
(.0077)

--

Atlanta, GA

.0434
(.0001)

-.0719***
(.1232)

.2797***
(.0040)

--

-.0719***
(.1232)

.4130**
(.0070)

--

Chicago, IL-IN

-.1781
(.0010)

.0524
(.0002)

-.2609
(.0019)

--

.1970***
(.5497)

-.4675**
(.0053)

--

Albuquerque,
NM

-.4386***
(.0337)

-.255***
(.4733)

-1.3511***
(.0641)

--

--

-2.5492***
(.1459)

--

Denver-Aurora,
CO

.1104***
(.2357)

--

-.0088
(.0029)

.5070***
(.4075)

--

-.0088
(.0029)

.5070***
(.4075)

San Diego, CA

.5119***
(.0303)

--

.4589***
(.0322)

.8888***
(.1321)

--

.4566***
(.0319)

.8888***
(.1321)

Columbus, OH

-2.3605***
(.2281)

--

-2.3605***
(.2281)

--

--

-2.3604***
(.2281)

--

Los AngelesLong BeachAnaheim, CA

*** = statistically significant at the 99% confidence level
** = statistically significant at the 95% confidence level
* = statistically significant at the 90% confidence level
(R2)
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Key Takeaways
While it remains unclear whether Uber is a substitute or complement to transit in absolute
terms, there are several takeaways from the city-level analysis. First, transit modes are not evenly
distributed across the country. Note the dramatic difference in observations between log_bus and
log_rail in Table 3; the former has more than 70,000 while the latter has around 6,000. This gap
is important because Uber’s effect varies considerably between these two modes. Uber appears to
be a substitute for public transportation overall with a negative coefficient when regressing on
log_upt_total; it also seems to be a substitute for bus travel but a complement for rail. Due to the
lopsided number of observations, it is possible that the negative relationship with bus travel is
driving the predicted effect on log_upt_total in aggregate.
Second, transportation systems themselves vary across cities. In the monthly ridership
dataset, there are only 27 UZAs that have recorded any heavy or commuter rail trips since 2002.
Considering the 373 UZAs total in the dataset, that means only 7% of the cities have a heavy or
commuter rail system. Within this, we can see that Uber’s effect varies even for the same transit
mode depending on the city. For example, Table 4 suggests a positive relationship between uber
and log_rail in the Los Angeles-Long-Beach-Anaheim UZA, indicating that Uber may
complement the city’s metro system. However, the coefficient on uber is negative in Atlanta and
Albuquerque, suggesting that Uber is actually taking metro riders away from transit. The same is
true for bus travel, as log_bus and uber have a positive relationship in San Diego, CA but a negative
relationship in Columbus, OH.
In some cases, uber itself is not a strong enough predictor for total passenger trips taken,
as its coefficient is statistically insignificant at conventional levels and thus cannot be statistically
differentiated from zero – this is the case for certain cities including Chicago, New York-Newark,
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and Washington, D.C. We can still see that certain coefficients are influenced by specific transit
modes; for example, uber’s coefficient on the rail category in Chicago is insignificant, but it is
strongly significant when regressing on heavy rail only. This suggests that Chicago’s rail travel is
driven primarily by its metro system rather than commuter rail.
Overall, the analysis finds evidence in favor of Uber’s role as a substitute for transportation.
When testing its effect on unlinked passenger trips, there is a consistent negative coefficient that
is statistically significant, even when tinkering with the baseline model and introducing variation
into the dependent variable. The point estimate on uber ranges from a 4% to a 24.7% decrease in
passenger trips taken once Uber enters a city’s market. The negative effect on public transportation
in aggregate could be driven entirely by bus travel, considering its strong substitutional effect, the
number of observations, and the pervasiveness of bus networks around the country. While there is
a slight complementary effect for rail travel, this mode comprises a very small portion of the
sample data. Nonetheless, it is clear that on average, Uber has lured riders away as public transit
consumption decreased upon Uber’s entry into the market (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Average Public Transit Consumption Before and After Uber’s Launch
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Conclusion
It is clear that Uber is changing the dynamic of public transit. Whether it is by connecting
passengers or taking them away, it is forcing the transportation market to adapt to technological
changes and cultural shifts. The empirical results point to a consistent, statistically significant
impact of Uber across cities, modes, and transit agencies that is essential to crafting effective
transportation policy. While the evidence suggests a substitutional role in aggregate, Uber seems
to complement rail travel while replacing buses – yet this relationship varies considerably across
the country. Cities like Danville and Palm Springs experience different effects than Chicago, New
York, and Atlanta. If Uber is complementary to public transportation, the city might consider
subsidizing Uber trips to connect more individuals to transit, particularly low-income commuters
seeking cheaper options like UberPool and Uber Express. If it is a substitute, however, the city
might focus on improving its transit systems to bring back riders. The specific factors that affect
Uber’s role are far too localized to glean from this analysis, but ultimately it is the responsibility
of policymakers to understand the dynamics of their own cities and constituents’ lifestyles to adopt
policies that best fit their respective needs.
Furthermore, this relationship between Uber and transit might vary when there is
competition in the market, such as cities where both Uber and Lyft operate (Sadowsky and Nelson,
2017). While Uber had a head start in the ride-hailing industry, public relations mishaps have
enabled Lyft to catch up quickly. The social media campaign “#DeleteUber” gave Lyft a 3%
increase in riders while tarnishing Uber’s reputation. 25 As a result, Uber has seen its market share
decline in a number of areas – between June 2015 and 2017, the company’s share of spending fell
22% and its share of rides given by 16%. Meanwhile, Lyft’s share of spending increased by 183%
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Mashable. “Here’s how many users Uber lost to Lyft during #DeleteUber.” March 14, 2017.
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and its share of rides given by 137% (see Figure A6).26 It is possible that Lyft overtakes Uber in
the near future as the ride-hailing mogul, considering public opinion is slowly tilting in Lyft’s
favor.27 Competition in the ride-hailing market might have consequences that are beyond the scope
of this paper, and further research could benefit policymakers as the TNC industry saturates.
Beyond this, however, are implications that affect public transit overall. Transportation
policy should focus on expanding data collection processes to improve thoroughness, accuracy,
and evaluation. Access to data is one of the most important steps towards leveraging technology
in public policy, which could help cities better understand the dynamics of their own transit
systems and address their strengths and weaknesses appropriately. Limitations to the monthly
ridership dataset could be ameliorated with richer data and better collection strategies, allowing
cities to pinpoint how Uber and other disruptive technologies might affect mobility in the future.
Finally, transportation infrastructure is outdated and unreliable. The American Society of
Civil Engineers gave American infrastructure a D+ grade overall, costing nearly $5 trillion in
backlogged repairs and upgrades over the next 10 years. 28 And yet, public transit ridership has
increased 34% since 1995.29 With the movement towards re-urbanization and city-living, these
trends will continue if left untreated; ridership will grow and transportation infrastructure will
struggle to keep pace. Investing in transit rehabilitation can not only recapture passengers who
have switched to Uber, but also help those who use it in conjunction with metros and buses. This
could boost ridership, increase customer satisfaction, and be more cost-effective in the long run
regardless of Uber’s impact within a particular city.

USA Today. “Uber has lost market share to Lyft during crisis.” June 13, 2017.
Mashable. “People like Lyft a lot more than, ahem, ‘other rideshare services.’” March 21, 2017.
28
Infrastructure Report Card. “Report Card History.”
29
American Public Transportation Association. “Fact Sheet.”
26
27
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Appendix
Table A1. Definitions of Public Transit Modes 30
Mode
Bus (MB)

Bus Rapid
Transit
(RB)
Commuter
Bus (CB)

Heavy Rail
(HR)

Commuter
Rail (CR)

Light Rail
(LR)
Streetcar
(SR)

Monorail
(MG)

Inclined
Plane
Vehicles
(IP)
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Definition
This includes “rubber-tired passenger vehicles operating on fixed routes and schedules
over roadways.” It refers to typical bus systems that operate within cities, often powered
by diesel, gasoline, battery, or alternative fuel engines.
“Fixed-route bus systems that operate at least 50 percent of the service on fixed guideway.
These systems also have defined passenger stations, traffic signal priority or preemption,
short headway bidirectional services for a substantial part of weekdays and weekend days;
low-floor vehicles or level-platform boarding, and separate branding of the service.”
“Local fixed-route bus transportation primarily connecting outlying areas with a central
city. Characterized by a motorcoach (aka over-the-road bus), multiple trip tickets,
multiple stops in outlying areas, limited stops in the central city, and at least five miles of
closed-door service.” These often connect commuters in the suburbs to jobs in the city’s
urban core.
“A transit mode that is an electric railway with the capacity for a heavy volume of
traffic.” This includes metros, subways, and elevated railways. They are often
characterized by “High speed and rapid acceleration passenger rail cars operating singly
or in multi-train cars on fixed rails,” “Separate rights-of-way (ROW) from which all other
vehicular and foot traffic are excluded”, and complex, intricate signaling models with
high platform loading.
“An electric or diesel propelled railway for urban passenger train service consisting of
local travel which operates between a central city and outlying areas…[it] is generally
characterized by multi-trip tickets, specific station-to-station fares, railroad employment
practices, relatively long distance between stops, and only 1-2 stations in the central
business district.” This is different from Intercity Rail (such as Amtrak) that transports
people between two UZAs.
“A transit mode that typically is an electric railway with a light volume traffic capacity
compared to heavy rail (HR).” These also tend to operate on fixed railways but can be on
shared or exclusive “right-of-way” paths.
“This mode is for rail transit systems operating entire routes predominantly on streets in
mixed-traffic. This service typically operates with single-car trains powered by overhead
catenaries and with frequent stops.” These move with the flow of traffic alongside
automobiles and are frequently associated with tourism.
“An electrically-powered mode of transit operating in an exclusive guideway or over
relatively short distances…characterized by either monorail systems with human-operated
vehicles straddling a single guideway or by people-mover systems with automated
operation.”
“A transit mode that is a railway operating over exclusive right-of-way (ROW) on steep
grades (slopes) with powerless vehicles propelled by moving cables attached to the
vehicles and powered by engines or motors at a central location not onboard the vehicle.”

Federal Transit Administration. “National Transit Database (NTD) Glossary.” Updated: April 12, 2018.
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Table A2. Description of Variables
Variable
Log_upt_total

Definition
Logged total passenger trips per month as recorded by
transit authority. This includes passenger trips by bus,
heavy rail, commuter rail, and light rail. Unlinked
passenger trips double count transfers – if a passenger
takes the bus then transfers to the subway, then this
counts as two independent trips.

Uber

A dummy variable that is 0 before Uber enters a UZA
and switches to 1 in the month and year it enters the
city.

Control Variables
Unemploy

A city’s unemployment rate measured monthly. This
will vary by city but is the same for all transit
authorities within each city for each month. Note that
unemployment statistics were provided at the
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) level and coded
into the appropriate UZA.

TOS_PT

Type of service – privately operated. This means that
the transportation system and transit authority are
privately operated through a third-party contract with
the city government.

Log_uza_pop

The logged population of the city and its immediate
suburbs.

Log_uza_sqmiles

A spatial measurement of a city’s size. It is the logged
number of square miles inside a UZA.

Log_servarea_pop

The logged population within a specified area served
by a UZA’s transportation authority system.

Log_servarea_sqmiles A spatial measurement of a transit authority’s service
area. It is the logged number of square miles within a
specified area served by a city’s transit system.
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Figure A3. Histograms of log_upt_total, unemploy, log_servarea_pop, and
log_servarea_sqmiles
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Figure A4. Correlation Matrix and Scatter Plots

log_upt_total
log_upt_total

uber

unemploy

log_uza_
sqmiles

log_servarea_
sqmiles

log_uza_
pop

log_servarea_
pop

TOS_PT

1

uber

0.0862

1

unemploy

-0.0193

-0.1724

1

log_uza_sqmiles

0.3568

0.2614

0.0107

1

log_servarea_sqmiles

0.3013

0.0640

0.0516

0.3420

1

log_uza_pop

0.3919

0.2709

0.0223

0.9763

0.3091

1

log_servarea_pop

0.6494

0.1391

0.0517

0.5980

0.7188

0.6145

1

TOS_PT

0.1081

0.0770

0.0295

0.1427

0.1349

0.1709

0.2344
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1

Figure A5. Distributions of Transit Categories
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Figure A6. Uber vs. Lyft

Founded

2009

2012

Current number of drivers

2 million

700,00031

Number of cities

600+

30032

Number of countries

80+

2

Average 1 million rides per day
since…
Share of transactions (rides) in the
ride-hailing market (as of 2017)
Market Valuation

2014

201733

75%

25%

$68 billion

$11 billion34

Changes in Market Share of Uber and Lyft, 2015-2017

Reuters. “Judge approves $27 million driver settlement in Lyft lawsuit.” March 16, 2017.
Fortune. “Watch Out Uber, Lyft Is Not In 300 U.S. Cities.” March 9, 2017.
33
Lyft. “One Million Rides a Day.” July 5, 2017.
34
Bloomberg. “Alphabet Unit Leads $1 billion Investment in Lyft.” October 19, 2017.
31
32
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Change in Uber and Lyft’s Market Shares across the U.S. (2016-2017)

Source: San Francisco Chronicle35
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San Francisco Chronicle. “Lyft gets boost from Uber’s travails.” July 3, 2017.
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